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B.I.E.M. in Salid Mechanics 
J.Dominguezt, F .del Cañott, and E.Aiarcónttt 
1 n sol id mechanics the weak formulation produces an integral equation 
ready for a discretization [1 ,2] and with less restrictive requierements than 
the standard field equations. Fundamentally the weak formulation is the expres.:-
sion of a Green formula. 
An alternative is to choose another Green formula materializing a reci-
procity relationship betwen the basic unknowns andan auxiliary family of func-
tions. The degree of smoothness requiered to practice the discretization is 
then translated to the auxiliar functions. 
The subsequent discretization ( constant, linear, etc [3]) produces a 
set of equations on the boundary of the domain.For linear 3-0 problems the 
B 1 EM appears then as a powerful alternative to FEM,because of the reduction 
to 2-D thanks to the fea tu res previously described. 
The weak formulation for a general problem can be established from a 
field equation 
A u= f (1) 
where A is a symmetric operator. 
Using the weighk:d residuals Pilosophy the inner product with an auxiliary 
function is written 
(Au,w)=(f, w) ( 2) 
An integration by parts of the L.H.S. produces a bilinear form plus 
boundary conditions 
a(u,w)+b1(u,w)=(f,w) (3) 
sorne derivatives are transfered from the field variable u to the auxiliary one 
lj!, allowing the use of less restrictive conditions for the aproximation. 
In elasticity this equations is the virtual work principie 
J ~.a . . dn- J w.T.\) dr J X. w.dn (4) 
n IJ IJ an 1 1 n 1 1 
A discretization of the kind 
u"' u =c. 11!. i = 1, 2, ... n 
n 1 1 
produces the typical F .E.M. forrnulation. 
Another series of integration of (3) leads to the mirror image of (2) 
(u,Aw)+b
1 
(u,11J)+b
2
(u,11J)=(f,I!J) (5) 
1 n elasticity the Maxvveii-Betti reciprocity theorem 
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.....,Ju.a.": .d51+ f u.T~dr-J I)J.T~dr= f x I)Jd51 (6) 
51 1 IJ ,j 351 1 1 351 1 1 51 j j 
Taking as auxiliary function I)J_ the solution to the Kelvin's problem of a 
concentrated load at ~ 1 
X.=-a .. . =i'l(.i_-X) 
equation (6) for a zero b6dy f~Jtdes pr;-blem is transformed into 
u.(x)+J T .. (x,.i_)u.(y)dr(.i_)=J U .. (x,v) t_(v) dr(v) 
J- 351 JI - 1 351 JI - "- 1""' ""' 
(7) 
where T .. and U .. are known functions representing tractions and displacements 
on bound~ry podAs .t when a concentrated unit point load is applied at ~in the j 
direction, considering the body as part of an infinite medium. 
In (7) ~is an interna! point.ln order to produce a boundary equation, ~ 
is taken to the boundary and (7) changes to 
c _ _(x)u_(x)+ J T .. (x,.i_)U.(.i_) dr(y)= f u __ (x,y)t_(_y) dr(_y) (8) 
IJ - 1 - 351 JI. - 1 351 JI - 1 
where for smooth boundaries C. _(x);,~ o .. (o .. :Kronecker function) 
IJ- IJ IJ 
The same formulation can be established for elastodynamics with the only 
difference that equation (6) is written for the F ouri er transformed states. The 
fundamental solution, 1)!, will be here the response of an infinite medium toa 
unit harmonic force concentrated at ~· 
1 n order to sol ve the integral equation (8) the boundary is discretized 
and the values of u. and t. interpolated over the boundary elements whith the 
FEM philosophy to 
1
abtain
1
a system of equations of the form 
§ { = t! ~e where ..{ and ~e are nodal vectors. 
Equation (7) and its derivatives wi 11 produce the diplacement and stress 
at any interna! point. 
Apl ications 
In the following ,two examples are shown. The first corresponds toa 
elastostatic 3-D problem where the simmetry was taken into account and only 
one eighth of it was discretized. The tractions and displacements were conside-
red to be constants over the boundary elerr.ents. 1 n the second case the dynamic 
stiffness of a strip footing is obtained assuming the soi 1 to be an isotropic el as-
tic half spac~ with a histeretical damping of So/o. In theory the surface should be 
discretized to infinity.ln the figure,the variation of the real part of the swaying 
stiffness is presented versus the amount of dicretized free field when one in-
creases the number of boundary elements.Some 3-D problems can be found in 
[ 4] and some more wi 11 be presented, at the conference. 
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